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R.A.F. FIGHTERS SUPPORT COMMANDOS

Fighter Command 's part in the Combined Operations raid on the French

coast during last night included special offensive patrols to cover the

landing, duration of the operation and the daylight withdrawal•

Hurricanes put out searchlights, shot up gun posts, drew enemy fire

to themselves and confused the gunners so much on one large flak ship that

they fired in all directions. Targets in the vicinity were also Bombed by
Havocs and Bostons of Fighter Commend.

Immediately the first streaks of daylight appeared Spitfires took

up the protection of the forces withdrawing across the Channel.

The Spitfire squadrons who met the naval force could see .fires and

black smoke on the French coast*

The Hurricanes, which patrolled the French coast saw our craft arrive

and dived over the large enemy flak ship confusing its gunner.

One Hurricane pilot who sat; the operations on the French coast

described how he was patrolling a road when our forces began the landing raid

searchlights were turned on them, A searchlight which had been looking for

the Hurricane was switched to our landing forces and lit up one of our boats.

The Hurricane pilot reports "as this seemed to be more effective than the

beach searchlight I dived down and put it out with a burst of fire,”

The pilot stayed over the area for more than an hour under constant

fire from quick-firing light A.A. gun's and only left when the dawn was

coining up.

Other pilots of the same squadron put out more searchlights and

silenced several gun posts. After a diving attack on a quick firing gun

post had silenced it a large explosion occurred.
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